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I. I NTRODUCTION
Extracting energy from ambient vibration via energy harvesting (PEH) has shown its capability in some distributed
and fully self-powered devices. Battery-free IoT nodes have
received a great demand, which beckons more efficient and
robust PEH solutions. In PEH, the power conditioning circuit
can significantly influence the energy harvesting capability.
Many PEH interface circuits have been proposed and studied.
In synchronized switch harvesting on inductor (SSHI) [1] technology, the piezoelectric element is shorted by an inductor at
each piezoelectric voltage peak to carry out a voltage bias-flip
action, which enlarges the extracted energy. In synchronous
electric charge extraction (SECE) [2] technology, source and
load are isolated, energy in the piezoelectric capacitor is
transferred to the storage by an inductor at each peak of
piezoelectric voltage. To further reduce the energy dissipation
in switching actions, the multi-shot control was introduced.
An integrated multi-step SSHI interface circuit was proposed
in [3], which can reduce the energy dissipation compared
with conventional SSHI. An on-chip multi-shot SECE (MCE)
solution was proposed in [4]. It can increase harvested power
by 25% compared with SECE.
This paper introduces a new interface circuit by combining
multiple charge extraction and bias-flip actions (MCEBF).
Based on the measurement results, MCEBF can harvest 57.3%
more power compared with SECE, and 24% more compared
with MCE.
II. SECE AND MCE
Fig. 1(a) shows the typical topology of SECE [2]. The ieq ,
C p , and R p are the equivalent current source, piezoelectric
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Abstract— In piezoelectric energy harvesting (PEH), synchronous electric charge extraction (SECE) has the benefit of
load independence. To reduce the energy dissipation on parasitic
resistance, multi-shot SECE (MCE) was implemented to split
the charge extraction process. In this paper, a multiple charge
extraction with bias-flip (MCEBF) interface circuit is proposed.
It not only reduces the dissipation in charge extraction but
also enlarges the extractable energy of piezoelectric structure
by adding a bias-flip action. MCEBF can also generate positive
and negative voltage rails via buck-boost topology to supply
power for double-rail devices. The analytical and experimental
comparison among SECE, MCE, and MCEBF under different
controls are also provided. In experiments, MCEBF offers a
57.3% improvement over SECE and 24% over MCE, in terms of
harvested power.
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Fig. 1. Topology and waveforms of SECE and MCE interface circuit. (a)
Typical topology of SECE interface circuit. (b) Piezoelectric voltage and
equivalent current waveforms. (c) Enlarged view of a synchronized switch
instant in SECE. (d) Enlarged view of a synchronized switch instant in 3CE

capacitor, and dielectric resistance, respectively. These three
elements model the piezoelectric equivalent under resonance.
Compared with the standard energy harvesting (SEH) interface
circuit, SECE can enhance the harvested power from the same
piezoelectric vibration structure. Furthermore, the harvested
power of SECE is independent of the load conditions [2]. As a
result, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is not required
in SECE for maximizing the harvested power.
Fig. 1(b) and (c) show the working waveforms of SECE.
In most of a period, the piezoelectric element is in opencircuit condition (specified as ’OC’ phase in Fig. 1(c)). The
switch and diode are off, the voltage across piezoelectric
plate rises until it reaches 2VOC , where VOC is the nominal
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rPz

open-circuit voltage of the piezoelectric element. When the
piezoelectric beam reaches its displacement extremes, the
switch turns on. The circuit enters the switching phase (’S’
phase). Piezoelectric capacitor C p and the inductor L form an
LC loop. A transient series oscillation
happens through C p
p
and L. The ’S’ phase lasts for π LC p /2. After the switching
phase, the voltage across the piezoelectric plate drops to
zero, while the inductor current reaches its maximum value.
As the switch turns off, inductor current flows through the
freewheeling diode. the circuit enters the free-wheeling phase
(’F’ phase), and charges the output capacitor C. After depletion
of inductor current, the free-wheeling diode is reversely shut
down. The circuit returns to open-circuit condition. In the
switching and free-wheeling phases, there is some energy
dissipation because of the equivalent series resistance (ESR)
of piezoelectric element, on-state resistance of switch, and
ESR of inductor L. As a result, the ESR of LC loop plays
an important role towards the efficiency of SECE interface
circuit. The energy dissipation can be expressed as follows
[5]
2
Ed,switch = 2(γ + 1)C pVoc
,
(1)

ieq

π

(2)

where Q is the quality factor of the LC loop with an ESR.
To harvest more energy by using an LC circuit with a
considerable ESR, the dissipation in ESR should be reduced.
Thus, MCE was implemented [4], [7]. It can improve the
harvesting capability by up to 25% according to the literature.
MCE can be implemented on the same circuit configuration of
SECE by varying the control method. It splits the switching
and freewheeling phases into multiple steps. The voltage and
current profiles look the same as those in SECE. Fig. 1(d)
shows the enlarged view of the piezoelectric voltage and inductor current around a synchronized switch instant in 3CE (MCE
with three extracting actions).With the alternate extraction and
transfer phases, piezoelectric voltage drops in a stair shape (see
’S1’ and ’S2’ in Fig.p
1(d)). In the last step, the switch turns on
for the duration of π LC p /2. All residual energy is extracted
by the inductor (see ’S3’ in Fig. 1(d)), and further transferred
to the output node. In MCE, the peak inductor current is
suppressed, which reduces energy dissipation on ESR. Since
the total extractable energy is the same, by reducing the energy
dissipation in extraction, MCE can achieve higher harvested
power, compared with SECE.
III. MCEBF
To further enhance the harvested power of PEH, besides
reducing resistive dissipation, we should also increase the
extracted energy. It can be achieved by adding a bias-flip
action after the multiple charge extractions. The proposed
MCEBF interface circuit is shown in Fig. 2. MCEBF is
based on the buck-boost topology, which can isolate the
piezoelectric source from the load. rPz and rL are the ESRs
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Fig. 2. Simplified schematic of MCEBF circuit
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where γ is the inversion factor mentioned in the SSHI topology
[6], γ can be calculated as follows
γ = −e− 2Q ,
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Fig. 3. Operating waveform of MCEBF circuit

of the piezoelectric plate and inductor. D1 to D4 and S1 to
S4 are diodes and MOSFETs working as switches. Cl p and
Cln are the positive and negative load capacitors, respectively.
They provide positive and negative voltage rails. In MCEBF,
the inductor L has two functions. The first is to extract energy
from the piezoelectric capacitor as SECE and MCE do. The
second is to flip the residual charge after several rounds of
extraction. Which is similar to that in SSHI. The operating
waveforms of MCEBF are shown in Fig. 3. In each zerocrossing point of ieq (see each edge of v p in Fig. 3), there are
M rounds of switching and freewheeling phases. For example,
in the falling edge of voltage, assuming diodes are ideal and
neglecting the energy dissipation in freewheeling phases, the
operating principle can be analyzed as follows:
•

•

Open-circuit phase (OC): In the open-circuit phase,
whose conducting branch and waveforms are shown in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), all switches turn off. The piezoelectric
element is in open-circuit condition. Equivalent current
in piezoelectric element charges its internal capacitor C p ,
until v p rise for 2VOC .
Switching phases (S1, S2 ... SM): In the switching
phases, as shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d), the piezoelectric
capacitor is shunted by inductor L via MOSFET S2 and
diode D2 . As a result, the current through the inductor
L will rise according to the duration of series RLC
response. The durationpof each switching phase ts is set to
a constant, and ts  π LC p /2. Thus, the peak current of
the inductor in the mth switching phase can be formulated
as follows
Vp, m − 1
Im = ts
,
(3)
L
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•

•

Freewheeling phases (F1, F2 ... FM): In the freewheeling phases, as shown in Fig. 4(e) and (f), switch S2
turns off, and switch S4 turns on. The energy stored in
the inductor flows to the storage capacitor Cln , which
generates a more negative output voltage. The capacitance
of the storage capacitor is designed to be much larger than
that of C p . The slope of the inductor current drop can
be regarded as a constant value. When inductor current
drops to zero, diode D4 is reversely shut down. The
freewheeling process ends.
Bias-flipping phase (Flip): The bias-flip phase is shown
in Fig. 4(g) and (h). After M rounds of switching and
freewheeling phases, the residual charge on C p is flipped
by the inductor. The end voltage Vp, M + 1 of the flipping
action can be expressed as follows
Vp, M + 1 = γVp, M .

(7)

p
The flipping phase is a little longer than π LC p to ensure
that the bias-flip action is complete. When the inductor
current drops to zero, the branch is cut off by D2 .
After the falling edge bias-flip, the circuit starts another half
cycle, the operating principle is the same, while the inductor
current is negative and generates a positive output voltage. At
steady state, Vp, 0 can be expressed as follows
Vp, 0 = −Vp, M + 1 + 2Voc ,

(8)

by solving equations (5), (7) and (8), the initial voltage of each
cycle Vp, 0 can be obtained as follows
2VOC
Vp, 0 = 
.
M
ts 2
γ 1 − 2LC
+1

(9)
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Fig. 4. Operating phases in the falling edge. (a)(c)(e)(g) Conduction branches.
(b)(d)(f)(h) Waveforms of the piezoelectric voltage and inductor current. (a)(b)
Open-circuit phase. (c)(d) One of the Switching phases. (e)(f) One of the
Freewheeling phases. (g)(h) Bias-flipping phase.
TABLE I
C IRCUIT S PECIFICATIONS
Cp
35 nF

rPz
500 Ω

rL
200 Ω

L
200 mH

γ
-0.63

f
20 Hz

VOC
10 V

Cln
10 µF

Cl p
10 µF

NMOS
ZVN4424

PMOS
ZVP4424

Diode
1N4002

thus, total harvested power can be expressed as the sum of the
series:
M

Ph = 2 f

∑ (∆Em − Ed, m ) ,

(12)

m=1

The net harvested energy can be calculated as the difference
between extracted energy from the piezoelectric element and
dissipated energy in the ESR. The extracted energy in the mth
switching phase can be formulated in series:

1
∆Em = CP Vp,2 m −Vp,2 m − 1 .
(10)
2
The energy dissipation in each phase is
1
Ed, m = Im2 ts (r L + r Pz ) .
3
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Denoting the initial voltage as Vp, 0 , the expression of
Vp, m and Im can be derived as follows

m
t2
Vp, m = Vp, 0 1 − s
,
(5)
2LC

m−1
Vp, 0
ts2
1−
.
(6)
Im =
L
2LC

Vp,0

rPz

Voltage and Current (a.u.)

where Vp, m − 1 is the voltage across C p after the (m − 1)th
round of switching and freewheeling phases. and Vp, m − 1
can be formulated as follows


ts2
Vp, m − 1 .
(4)
Vp, m = 1 −
2LC

(11)

where f is the operating frequency of the piezoelectric structure. Taking the number of shots M and the duration of
each switching phase ts as variables. Larger M gives higher
harvested power. For ts , the harvested power varies with
different ts . The harvested power of MCEBF as a function of
ts and M are plotted in Fig. 5, based on numerical calculation.
The harvested power of MCE and SECE are also shown in
Fig. 5. The circuit parameters are given in Table I.
In Fig. 5, the three surfaces stand for the power harvested via
MCEBF, MCE, and SECE with the same circuit configuration.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of harvested power in MCEBF, MCE, and SECE.
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Fig. 6. PCB Prototype

The harvested power varies under different ts . Nevertheless,
an optimal ts value can be calculated based on the provided
circuit parameters. The harvested power of MCE is always
higher than SECE. While MCEBF outperforms MCE and
SECE around the optimal point of ts .
IV. E XPERIMENT
The printed circuit board (PCB) of MCEBF is shown in
Fig. 6. Component parameters are listed in Table I. The switch
signals are generated externally by a micro-controller.
The operating waveforms of 4CEBF (four rounds of charge
extractions with bias-flip) are shown in Fig. 7. In experiment,
there are four switching, four freewheeling phases, and one
bias-flip phase in a half cycle. Fig. 7 shows the instant of
falling edge, the same condition as that of Fig. 4. In 4CEBF,
the energy is extracted gradually from the piezoelectric element by the inductor in four steps. During the harvesting
process, the piezoelectric voltage drops in a stair shape. The
inductor current peak gets lower compared with the former
one. After 4 steps of energy extraction, the residual charge is
flipped to pre-bias the voltage for the reverse-charging in the
next half cycle.
SECE and MCE can also be implemented by changing
the control on this circuit. By sweeping the load resistance
connected between positive and negative output nodes, the
harvested power as a function of the output voltage is plotted
in Fig. 8.
Compared with conventional SECE, 2CE can harvest 17%
more power. The more shots in energy extraction, the less

energy dissipation. On the other hand, 1CEBF (one charge
extraction with bias-flip) can increase the harvested power
by 40.1%. While 3CEBF (three rounds of charge extractions
with bias-flip) can harvest 57.3% more power compared with
SECE. The output power approaches to constants when the
output voltage is above 10V (see Fig. 8), which means that
the harvested power of MCEBF is also insensitive to the load
condition. Based on the measurement results, MCEBF can
significantly improve the harvesting capability compared with
SECE and MCE. The merit of load independence in SECE
is inherited in MCEBF. That means the optimal output power
can be maintained in a wide range of load conditions, MPPT
is not necessary for MCEBF.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a multiple charge extraction with
bias-flip (MCEBF) interface circuit for piezoelectric energy
harvesting (PEH). It extracts electric charges on the piezoelectric element with multiple steps and flips the residual charge
with bias-flip action. MCEBF not only reduces the dissipation
in the equivalent series resistance (ESR) but also enlarges
the extracted energy. The effectiveness of MCEBF is studied
theoretically. In experiment, an improvement of 57.3% more
harvested power is obtained, compared with the synchronous
electric charging extraction (SECE).
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